Abstract. Suppose that h; k 2 L(H) are two selfadjoint bounded operators on a Hilbert space H. It is elementary to show that hk is selfadjoint precisely when hk = kh. We answer the following question: under what circumstances must hk be selfadjoint given that it is normal? Throughout A will be a complex unital Banach algebra with unit e. Recall that an element a 2 A is hermitian if kexp(ita)k = 1 (t 2 R) and hermitian-equivalent if sup t2R kexp(ita)k < 1: and that n is normal (-equivalent) if n = r + is where rs = sr and r; s are hermitian (-equivalent): we write n = r ? is for such an n.
Throughout A will be a complex unital Banach algebra with unit e. Recall that an element a 2 A is hermitian if kexp(ita)k = 1 (t 2 R) and hermitian-equivalent if sup t2R kexp(ita)k < 1: and that n is normal (-equivalent) if n = r + is where rs = sr and r; s are hermitian (-equivalent): we write n = r ? is for such an n.
We shall use an extended two-normal Fuglede theorem:
Theorem. Let 
where X k (F ) is the spectral maximal subspace of k corresponding to the set F: so ks = 0.
The principal result of this paper is: Theorem 1. Let A be a complex unital Banach algebra. Suppose that h; k (2 A) are hermitian-equivalent, that (k) \ (?k) f0g, and that r = 1 2 (hk + kh) and s = 1 2i (hk ? kh) are two commuting hermitian-equivalent elements of A. Then hk is hermitian-equivalent and hk = kh.
Proof. Let n = hk = r + is: then n is normal-equivalent, n = kh = r ? is, and nn = n n. Note, however, that because f w : 0 6 = w 2 (hk)g = ((hk) ) n f0g = (kh) n f0g = (hk) n f0g, the spectrum (hk) is symmetric with respect to the real axis.
Conversely, any compact subset K C of the complex plane which is symmetric with respect to the real line can occur as the spectrum (hk) for such a pair of operators. To see this, choose a countable sequence ( n ) n2N with dense range in K. Then If hk is normal then hk = kh, so hk is selfadjoint.
Another corollary is a generalisation of a result of Radjavi and Rosenthal 7] (which also appears as 6], Problem 193). Theorem 3. Let A be a complex unital Banach algebra in which every element is normal-equivalent and in which (hk) = kh for every pair of hermitian-equivalent elements h; k. Then A is commutative, and may be renormed to be a C -algebra. Proof. Let H denote the set of hermitian-equivalent elements in A. In the rst place A = H + iH. Secondly, if h; k 2 H, then h; 2 kkk + k satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1 and (k) \ (?k) = ; . Hence hk = kh: so A is commutative. We can now renorm rst renorm A as a Banach space, then as a Banach subalgebra of L(A)] so that all the elements of H are simultaneously hermitian: by the VidavPalmer theorem A is a C -algebra.
This problem was raised, and the solution found, during the Banach Algebras 1999 Conference. The authors are glad to express their gratitude to the Organisers of the Conference and to the Institutions which funded it for inviting us and providing excellent facilities and support.
